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Delivering Precision Intelligence

Defence Contracts International (DCI)
Defence Contracts International (DCI) is a world leader in providing information about defence and security contract
opportunities in the UK, Europe and Globally.
Our dedicated research team sources and publishes information on thousands of defence-related contracts each week through
researching over 5000 independent sources, as well as having direct feeds from OJEU and Federal Business Opportunities.
We monitor every defence ministry in the world, along with countless other defence agencies and security organisations, tracking
the contract opportunities they publish including contracts from organisations such as the UN and NATO; providing you with the
best possible opportunity to grow your business within the lucrative defence and security industry.

Expand the reach of your defence-related
opportunities with access to:
• Aerospace

• Emergency Services

• Aviation (including airports)

• Homeland Security

• Counter Terrorism

• Humanitarian Aid

Our highly skilled Research Team comprises 18 members of staff,
some with up to 25 years’ experience, who cover the sector 14 hours
a day (3.30am to 5.30pm), six days a week. Our regional specialists
work to create the largest tender database in Europe to provide:
• Expert tagging and coding, transforming raw data into
easily searchable and meaningful intelligence
• Dedicated quality control, ensuring that the data is as
comprehensive as possible

Be confident that you are receiving the
best service available with DCI:
Extensive reach
With the largest defence-related tender and awards database in
Europe, you will not miss any opportunities through DCI. Choose
the region that best suits your business – UK, Europe or Global –
and rest assured that the relevant tenders, contracts and awards
will be delivered to you daily.

For those who also wish to supply to the wider public sector
marketplace, DCI also provides ‘defence and civil’ subscriptions,
allowing you to source all your tenders from a single source.
Defence and civil subscriptions are available on Home Country,
UK, Europe and Global subscriptions.
Personalised
Our functionality has been designed with you in mind. Your daily
alerts and profiles are powered by a unique mix of your
preferences and data (CPV codes, specific keywords and
geography), all of which can be adjusted anywhere, any time via
the online dashboard.
Easy to use
Our service couldn’t be simpler. From our Contract Map display,
user-friendly functionality and industry sector breakdown to
tender search and archiving capabilities, using the site is
completely intuitive. Our account management team are also on
hand to help you with any requests you may have.
Expert support
Our dedicated account management team is available pre- and
post-subscription to ensure that you get the solution that meets
your requirements; the team will be there for you throughout
your DCI journey to provide all the support, advice and guidance
you need. Whether it’s face to face, via telephone, through live
demos, regular webinars, industry briefings or events, we will
offer the level of contact you need.
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Key features:

Key benefits:

The largest defence and security related tender and awards
database in Europe – a single source for all tender requirements.

An abundance of opportunities to grow your business, with an
average of 50,000 tenders and awards published each week from
around the world (including over 2500 low value tenders not
included in the OJEU).

Dedicated research team monitoring 5000 sources globally,
delivering the greatest number of opportunities from both niche
and volume markets.

Save time – let our expert team find the contracts so you can
spend more time winning business. With DCI you get your own
research team at a fraction of the cost.

Direct feeds include OJEU/TED, PCS (Public Contracts Scotland),
Delta eNotice, MOD eNotice and Fedcon – we then send you
tender alerts on the day they are advertised on each portal.

Updated in real time giving you the maximum time to respond to
tenders.

Personalised search facility – real-time access to our full
database of current tenders and award notices.

Developing an understanding of the defence industry’s demand
for new goods and services will increase your chances of success.

Personalised profile – with keywords and CPV codes plus saved
search and filter options, you see only the tenders that are
relevant to you.

Identifies market opportunities and trends.

Expertise and support – dedicated pre- and post-subscription
Account Management Support ensuring that you get not only
the right solution, but also the most from your DCI service.

Gives you peace of mind and helps maximise your return on
investment.

Trusted source – DCI is backed by 29 years of specialist
procurement business history and our Knowledge Hub is at your
personal disposal.

Increase your chance of success by keeping up to date with
advice, developments and best practice from our procurement
specialists.

User-friendly system – Daily Alert with optional live updates six
days a week means you can access real-time information online,
any time.

Use our resources to pinpoint and win business rather than
searching for it, saving you time and money.

Flag contracts and days left to tender functionality – keep track
of tenders and contracts of interest to you in a single place.

Helps you to plan and prioritise by organising your tenders and
managing deadlines. At a single view you can see what's closing
and how many tenders are in the pipeline.

Contract map display – simple visual aid to help locate global
contracts.

Easy to use – at a glance you can pinpoint geographically where
business opportunities lie.

